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1. Summary
The calculational approach has had many successes in the derivation of both im-
perative and functional programs. This article aims at a solid axiomatic foundation for
similar achievements in the realm of reactive and, especially, real-time systems. Fol-
lowing [6], we regard programs and other systems as predicates. Any calculus built
on this premise is equipped with the logical connectives and the axioms of Boolean
algebra. Adding sequential composition and its Galois conjugates brings us to the se-
quential calculus. The sequential calculus is only a slight generalization of Tarski’s
calculus of binary relations (in the sense that most results carry over) but applies to a
much wider range of formalisms for which it provides a common framework of alge-
braic laws. From this base we explore various extensions that increase expressiveness
and calculational power, including nite and innite iteration, measures, phase expres-
sions and a duration operator. Each extension comes with a small set of simple and
memorizable axioms and is illustrated with a proof rule or a small design verication.
Our running example is a new proof rule for the verication of control loops, the
so-called engineer’s induction principle which allows verifying a loop by just checking
the rst two iterations. Throughout this article we emphasize the algebraic, calculational
style which has been popularized by Dijkstra and his co-workers.
2. Observation spaces
We intend to describe systems by predicates on observations, but before we can
successfully do so, we need to look at the observations themselves. In order to provide
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an operationally intuitive entry point to our algebraic approach, we start from a rather
specic kind of observations, namely time diagrams. We proceed to capture the most
important properties of time diagrams in a set of axioms. These axioms constitute an
interface: on the one hand, they are valid for many other notions of observations, and
on the other they constitute the base upon which the entire calculational theory is built.
So let us assume that a single observation on the behaviour of a system may be
described by a function that maps an interval in time (the observation interval) to the set
of possible system states. Such a function is called a time diagram. For simplicity, we
assume that observation intervals are nite, closed, nonempty intervals of real numbers
and that states are elements of a xed set .
An observation interval must not be empty, but may consist of a single point.
A time diagram whose observation interval is a single point is called a unit. The
left unit
 
x of a time diagram x : [a; b] !  is dened to be the restriction of x to
the leftmost point of its observation interval, i.e. dom
 
x= [a; a] and
 
x:a= x:a. 1 The
right unit
!
x of x is similarly obtained by restricting the observation interval to [b; b].
The sequential composition of two time diagrams x and y is dened when
!
x=
 
y. In
this case we let x;y=df x [ y which is again a time diagram. Thus the set of all time
diagrams is an algebraic structure equipped with three operators (two unary and one
partial binary) satisfying the following laws.
1. x;y is dened if and only if
!
x=
 
y.
2. If x;y is dened then
 −−
x;y =
 
x and
−−!
x;y =
!
y.
3. Composition is associative.
4. If e=
 
x or e=
!
x then
 
e= e=
!
e.
5.
 
x; x= x= x;
!
x.
On a side note, observe that these laws are valid for the arrows of any category (take
 
x
and
!
x to be the identity arrows of the domain and codomain of x). Since about anything
is a category, these laws are very general indeed. Here are some more properties of
interest.
6. Reection: if x;y is a unit then so is y; x.
7. Local linearity: if x;y= x0;y0 then there is a mediating element z satisfying either
(x; z= x0 and y= z;y0) or (x= x0; z and z;y=y0).
8. Antisymmetry: if x;y is a unit then so are x and y.
9. Density: If x is a non-unit then we can decompose x into two non-units.
Note that atomicity implies reection. A set with properties 1.{7. is called an observa-
tion space. Besides the set of all time diagrams, two observation spaces are particularly
noteworthy. One is the cartesian product of a set  with itself. The operations on 
are dened by (
 −−
x; y) = (x; x) = (
−−!
y; x) and (x; y); (y; z) = (x; z). Except for very small
, this observation space is dense but not antisymmetric; its predicate calculus is just
1 We write f(x) for the application of a function f to an argument x, unless the argument consists of a
single letter, in which case we write f:x.
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Tarski’s calculus of binary relations. The other example is the set  of all nite
sequences over some alphabet  (with concatenation for composition and the empty
sequence as the only unit). This observation space is antisymmetric, but not dense, and
its predicate calculus is the theory of formal languages. A more complete treatment of
observation spaces, including further examples, may be found in [12].
3. Sequential algebra
A full description of a system must tell us which observations we might possibly
make in any environment of use. This information can be represented as a predicate
on observations. Let Obs be an observation space. The set of all predicates on Obs is
a complete Boolean algebra. We obtain additional structure by lifting the operations
dened on individual observations to the predicate level. If P and Q are predicates on
Obs then their composition is dened by
(P;Q): x=df 9p; q : P:p^Q:q^ (x=p; q):
We write PQ instead of P;Q unless one of the operands is a multi-letter constant
(such as true or id). Unlike the operation on individual observations, the composition
of predicates is total. In the special case where Obs=  , the predicates P and
Q are just relations and P;Q is their relational composition. Like the composition of
relations, our more general composition operator is associative and has a unit, namely
id =df fx j x is a unitg:
Unlike relations, predicates on Obs do not, in general, possess a converse. To compen-
sate for this deciency, we introduce two partial converse operations P;-Q (P without
Q) and P-;Q (P from Q): 2
(P; -Q): x=df 9p; q : P:p^Q:q^ (x; q=p)
p−−−−−−−−−−−−!
x
−−−−−!
q
(P-;Q): x=df 9p; q : P:p^Q:q^ (p; x= q):
q−−−−−−−−−−−−!−−−−−!
p x
The operators ; - or -; bind weaker than sequential composition but stronger than con-
junction and disjunction. Negation has the highest priority. We use the symbol v to
denote the pointwise implication ordering of predicates. In terms of Dijkstra’s square
bracket notation, the inequation PvQ means the same as [P ) Q]. Equipped with
these operations and this ordering, the set of all predicates on Obs is a sequential
algebra in the sense dened below.
2 Thanks to R. Dijkstra for proposing these pronunciations.
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3.1. Denition. A sequential algebra is a complete Boolean algebra S with greatest
element true and least element false , equipped with three additional binary opera-
tors (composition, left converse and right converse) and a constant id satisfying the
following axioms:
S is a monoid with composition; and identity id (Monoid);
P-;Qv:R , PRv:Q , Q; -Rv:P (Exchange);
P (Q; -R)vPQ ; -R (Euclid);
id ; -P=P-; id (Reection):
Sequential algebra is a point-free theory, in the sense that it does not allow reasoning
about individual observations (the points). Point-freeness is a crucial feature of many
successful formalisms for reasoning about programs, such as Tarski’s relational cal-
culus (no pairs), Linear Temporal Logic (no time points), CCS (no traces), Duration
Calculus (no time diagrams), etc. Sequential algebras have been studied and applied in
[2, 3, 7{9, 12, 13]. We list a number of laws that hold in every sequential algebra. All
of them are proved in [12] (but they also make good exercises). The rst law is of spe-
cial interest, because it removes the asymmetry in the above postulates. Consequently,
every law has not only a logical but also a time-wise dual.
3.2. Laws of sequential algebra
(R-;Q)PvR -; QP (Euclid (dual));
The operators ;, ;- and -; are universally disjunctive (Disjunctivity3);
P; -id =P= id-;P (Unit of converse);
(P-;Q); -R=P-; (Q; -R) (Associativity of converse);
PQ^Rv (P ^R; -Q) (Q^P-;R) (Dedekind law):
3.3. Additional axioms. Predicates on timing diagrams enjoy two additional proper-
ties: rstly, the local linearity of time diagrams translates into the following law for
predicates:
PQ ; -R=P (Q ; -R)_P ; - (R ; -Q) (Local linearity):
This law describes the case analysis that occurs when r is cut from the right o p; q
(where p, q and r satisfy P, Q and R, respectively):
p−−−−−! q−−−−−−−−−! p−−−−−−−−−−−−−−! q−−−−−−−−−!
x
−−−−−−!
r x
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−!
r
3 A function is called universally (nitely) disjunctive if it distributes over all (over all nite) disjunctions.
Conjunctivity is dened analogously. A binary operator is called    junctive, if it is    junctive in each
argument.
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If r is shorter than q then the resulting observation x satises P(Q; -R), otherwise it
satises P; -(R; -Q). Note that the local linearity axiom implies the Euclidean axiom.
In the presence of the exchange axiom, local linearity is equivalent to its dual
R-;QP=(Q-;R)-;P _ (R-;Q)P (Local linearity (dual)):
Secondly, since time is antisymmetric and dense, we have
(:id) (:id)=:id (Density):
It is shown in [12] that the density axiom implies the reection axiom (in fact,
P-; id =P ^id = id ; -P). Results that depend on local linearity and=or density will carry
appropriate notice.
3.4. Fixed points and iterations. Since a sequential algebra is a complete lattice, every
monotonic function f has a least xed point f and a greatest xed point f. The
theorem of Knaster and Tarski gives us the following rule:
Pv f ( Pvf:P (Fixed point induction):
There is, of course, a dual rule for least xed points. The nite iteration operator is
dened by
P=df X (id _P;X )
where the right-hand side denotes the least xed point of the function that maps X to
id _P;X . We also use an innite iteration operator which is dened by
P1=df X (P;X ):
We list a few rules for calculating with xed points and iterations. For a more detailed
account of xed point calculus, as well as proofs of the results given below, consult
[11] or [12, Chapter 2].
3.5. -Fusion. Assume that L is a complete lattice and that f, g and h are monotonic
functions on L. If h is universally disjunctive then we have
h(f)v g ( h  fv g  h:
Together with xpoint induction, -fusion is the most important rule of xed point
calculus [11]. It is also known as transfer lemma.
3.6. Tail recursion rules. The rst tail recursion rule is a very useful connection be-
tween nite iteration and recursion,
X (Q_PX )=PQ:
The corresponding rule for possibly innite iteration is
X (Q_PX )=PQ_P1:
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4. Interval modalities
Modal operators are useful for specifying that a dangerous situation may never arise
or that a desirable behaviour will occur eventually. They are not new primitives but can
be explained in terms of the operators of sequential algebra. We distinguish between
positive (or contracting) and negative (or expanding) modalities.
4.1. Positive modalities. Let u and v be observations. We say that u is a sub-observation
of v if the equation
x; u;y= v
can be solved. Like every other relation between observations this relation can be lifted
to the predicate level. Let !P (somewhere P) hold of all observations that have a
subobservation satisfying P:
! P=df x:(9 v; p; w : P:p ^ (x= v;p;w))= true ;P; true :
The denition of ! in terms of sequential composition is well-known from interval
temporal logic and is used, for example, in [10, 14]. The dual modality (everywhere
P) is dened by
P=df :!:P;
so x satises P just when all subobservations of x satisfy P.
4.2. Negative modalities. We dene the operators X and  by
XP= true -;P; - true and P=:X:P:
Thus XP (resp. P) holds of x if P holds for at least one extension (resp. for
all extensions) of x. The positive and negative modalities are linked by the following
Galois connections.
!PvQ , Pv Q and X PvQ , Pv Q:
4.3. Basic laws. The following list contains the most important laws for the interval
modalities; their proofs are straightforward and can be found in [12].
1. ! is universally disjunctive and  is universally conjunctive.
2. ! and  are idempotent.
3. PvPv !P.
4. If P holds everywhere and Q holds somewhere then they must hold together some-
where: P ^ !Qv ! (P ^ Q).
5. If S is dense then X id = id .
4.4. Safety properties. A predicate P is called a safety property if there is some
predicate Q with P= Q. The following ve statements are equivalent.
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1. P is a safety property.
2. XP=P.
3. XPvP.
4. P= P.
5. Pv P.
4.5. Importability. Safety properties can be imported into sequential composition and
iteration: if P is a safety property, then we have
1. P ^QRv (P ^Q)(P ^R).
2. P ^Qv (P ^Q).
Proof. 1. follows from the Dedekind Law 3:2 and 2. is a straightforward application
of -fusion.
5. Engineer’s induction
Safety requirements are best expressed by describing behaviours that may never occur
(for example explosions). If Q is the description of a disaster then an implementation
X must solve the inequation
X v:!Q:
Industrial plants are often controlled by looping programs that repeatedly cycle through
a xed set of production steps or alternate between a sensing phase and a reaction
phase. To ensure that a control program is safe we must therefore verify an inequation
of the form
Pv:!Q:
There is an old joke about engineers doing induction by just checking the cases n=0; 1
and 2. The following theorem shows that it is really possible to reduce the verication
of an unbounded number of iterations to the verication of at most two iterations.
5.1. Theorem (Engineer’s induction). Assume that S is locally linear and that
Qv:!P. Then we have
Pv:!Q ( id _P _PPv:!Q:
The remainder of this section is taken up by the proof of this rule. In Section 7 we
will show that { under mild conditions on P and Q { the same rule can be used to
verify innite loops. Two example applications are described in Sections 9 and 10.
Since :!Q= :Q we can apply the Galois correspondence between X and 
and rewrite the conclusion Pv:!Q to
XPv:Q:
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This inequation is more tractable than the previous one because its left-hand side invites
an application of local linearity. This will give us the following lemma, from which
Theorem 5.1 will follow easily.
5.2. Lemma. Assume that S is locally linear. Then we have
XP = X id _ XP _ ( true -;P);P; (P; - true )
v X(id _P _PP)_ !P:
Proof.
XP
= f Denition of X g
true -;P; - true
= f Lemma 5.3 below g
true -; (id ; - true _P(P; - true ))
= f Distributivity, denition of X g
X id _ true -; (P(P; - true ))
= f Local linearity (dual version) g
X id _ (P-; true ) -; (P; - true )_ ( true -;P)(P; - true )
= f P-; true = true , denition of X g
X id _ XP _ ( true -;P)(P; - true )
= f Lemma 5.3 below g
X id _ XP _ ( true -; id)(P; - true )_ ( true -;P)P(P; - true )
f ( true -; id)(P; - true )
v f Euclid g
= true -; (id(P;- true ))
= f Denition of X g
XP
g
X id _ XP _ ( true -;P)P(P; - true )
v f Pv id _ !P g
X id _ XP _ ( true -;P)(P; - true )_ !P
v f Euclid g
X id _ XP _ true -; (P(P; - true ))_ !P
v f Euclid g
X id _ XP _ true -; (PP); - true _ !P
= f Denition of X , Distributivity g
X(id _P _PP)_ !P .
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The following lemma closes the gap in the last proof. It is actually a one-sided
version of the same lemma.
5.3. Lemma. Suppose that S is locally linear. Then we have the equations
P; - true = id ; - true _P(P; - true)
true -;P= true -; id _ ( true -;P)P:
Proof. By symmetry, it is sucient to prove the rst equation:
P; - true = id ; - true _P(P; - true )
, f P= id _PP, distributivity of ;- and Euclid g
P; - true v id ; - true _P(P; - true )
( f P= id _ X (P _PX ), Distributivity g
X (P _PX ); - true vP(P; - true )
, f Tail recursion rule 3.6 g
X (P _PX ); - true v X (P; - true _PX )
( f -Fusion 3.5 g
8X : (P _PX ); - true vP; - true _P(X ; - true )
, f Distributivity g
8X : PX ; - true vP; - true _P(X ; - true )
, f Local linearity g
true .
Now we can prove Theorem 5.1 as
Pv:!Q
, f Galois connection g
XPv:Q
( f Lemma 5.2 g
X(id_P _PP)v:Q and !Pv:Q
, f Galois connection, Contraposition g
id_P _PPv:!Q and Qv:!P:
Lemma 5.2 has another important corollary.
5.4. Theorem. Assume that S is locally linear and dense and that P 2S is a safety
property. Then P is also a safety property.
Proof. If P is a safety property we have XPvP and Lemma 5.2 yields XPv X id _
XP _ (XP)P(XP)v id _P _PPP=P. Thus P is also a safety property.
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6. Finite and innite observations
If we wish to reason about liveness properties (for example fairness), innite obser-
vations must be allowed. A number of authorities, including Hoare and Dijkstra, have
argued that fairness is irrelevant to the correctness of software because any violation
of fairness takes innite time and cannot, therefore, be observed. Of course, the same
argument would imply that program termination is not an interesting property either.
This position is adequate for certain tasks, such as the analysis of real-time software.
On the other hand, allowing innite observations may actually make it easier to specify
a system, because it allows us to describe a run of a system with a single observation,
rather than an innite set of approximations. We avoid committing the theory to either
point of view by allowing, but not requiring, observation spaces to contain innite
elements.
If innite observations are allowed then we desire the ability to calculationally distin-
guish them from nite ones. Let us assume here that observations can only be innite
to the right, into the future. This makes sense from an operational point of view (every
program starts at a nite point in time, but some do not terminate). 4 The following
notations are inspired by Dijkstra [4].
6.1. Finity and innity. Innite observations are characterized by the fact that they
cannot be made any longer (to the right). Thus, if E is true of all innite (or eternal)
observations we should have
E :x
, 8y; z: x;y= z) id :y
, :(9y; z: x;y= z ^:id :y)
, :( true ; -:id) : x:
Therefore we dene
F =df true ; -:id and E=df :F:
The following two laws are straightforward exercises on the Euclid and exchange laws.
true ;F =F and true ;E=E:
For a more detailed analysis of the properties of E and F see R. Dijkstra’s article in
this volume. Most of his results carry over to our setting easily.
4 On the negative side, symmetry is destroyed. The innite iteration operator, too, is inherently asymmetric.
A symmetric treatment of innity would introduce a little extra complexity; we recommend it as an exercise
for energetic readers.
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7. Finite refutability of safety properties
It is possible to criticize the engineer’s induction rule on the grounds that it is only
suitable for verifying nite (i.e. terminating) loops, whereas typical control loops are
innite repetitions, for example following the pattern
while true do sense ; react od:
The meaning of such a loop is a xed point of the equation
X = sense ; react ; X
but the least xed point of this equation is false. It is the greatest xed point
(sense ; react)1 that is appropriate here. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate
that the engineer’s induction rule is, in fact, adequate for verifying safety properties of
innite loops as well.
In [1], Lamport and Abad characterize safety properties as properties that can be
nitely refuted (i.e. if P is a safety property and c an innite computation that violates
P, then there is a nite prex of c that violates P). Assuming that our notion of safety
properties is not in conict with theirs, it seems reasonable to expect the implication
P1vQ ( PvQ
provided Q is a safety property. However, unlike Abad and Lamport, we have not
restricted ourselves to discrete time. This requires us to impose (mild) extra conditions
on P and Q to exclude irregularities that result from Zeno eects.
7.1. Zeno processes. An innite number of ever shorter observations does not neces-
sarily consume an innite amount of time and P v :id does not, in general, imply that
P1 v E. Zeno eects are possible. Let us call P Zeno-free if we do have P1 v E.
We can now formally state and verify our claim that safety properties are nitely
refutable.
7.2. Theorem. Assume that P is Zeno-free and QvF . Then we have
P1v :Q ( Pv :Q:
Proof.
P1v :Q
, f Galois connection 4.2 g
XP1v:Q
, f XX = true -;X ; - true g
true -;P1; - true v:Q
( f Lemma 7.3 below g
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true -; (P1 _ P; - true )v:Q
, f Disjunctivity 3.2 and true -;P; - true = XP g
true -;P1 _ XPv:Q
, f Universal property of _ g
true -;P1v:Q and XPv:Q
, f Exchange, Galois connection 4.2 g
true ;Qv:P1 and Pv :Q
( f Assumptions QvF and P1vE g
true ;F v:E and Pv :Q
, f true ;F =F =:E g
P v :Q .
The following lemma, which is an interesting rule for calculating with innite loops
in its own right, is required to complete the proof of the previous theorem.
7.3. Lemma. P1; - true vP; - true _ P1.
Proof. First we establish a recursive inequation for P1; - true:
P1; - true
= f Denition of P1 g
(P;P1); - true
= f Local linearity g
P ; - ( true ; -P1)_P; (P1; - true )
v
P; - true _P; (P1; - true ) .
Now we are ready for the main calculation.
P1; - true
v f Fixed point induction 3.4, using the above g
X (P; - true _P;X )
= f Innite tail recursion 3.6 g
P; (P; - true )_P1
v f Euclid g
PP; - true _P1
v f PPvP g
P; - true _P1 .
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8. Measuring time
Most specications of reactive system involve quantitative timing: for example, a
level-crossing barrier must be lowered at least 60 s before a train crosses, a gas burner
may not leak unburned gas for more than 4 s within any period of 60 s, or a lift
should never make a customer wait for more than 5min. A specication is a predicate
on observations and we shall now assume that the duration of an observation can be
measured: we postulate a real-valued function ‘ on observations that satises
‘ :x>0
‘:x=0, id : x
‘:(x;y)= ‘:x + ‘:y provided x;y is dened
We agree to the convention that an expression like ‘>5 abbreviates the function
 x:(‘:x>5). This notational trick enriches the calculus with new predicates. For ex-
ample, ‘>5 is a predicate that holds for every observation that takes at least ve
seconds (or whatever unit of time is agreed to). The new notation also permits us to
rewrite the axioms for ‘ in a point-free manner 5
‘>0 (Positiveness);
(‘=0)= id (Deniteness);
(‘= r); (‘= s)v (‘= r + s) for all r; s 2 R (Additivity):
These postulates are called the measure axioms. Note that we are not trying to suppress
references to real numbers as measures of interval lengths; we even allow quantication
over those. We are just eliminating all references to individual points in time.
The measure operator ‘ is the main innovation of a logic known as the Duration
Calculus [14]. It adds considerable expressivity and calculational power to interval
logic and sequential algebra. We illustrate the use of the measure axioms by proving
a synchronization rule. In order to do this, we need the following lemma.
8.1. Subtractivity.
(‘= r); -(‘= s)v (‘= r − s):
Proof.
(‘= r); -(‘= s)v (‘= r − s)
( f Predicate calculus g
(‘= r); -(‘= s)v:(‘= t) for all t 6= r − s
, f Exchange g
5 Dijkstra’s bracket notation would come in handy here. Strictly speaking, the rst measure axiom ought
to be (‘>0)= true which could be rendered more elegantly as [‘>0].
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(‘= r)v:((‘= t)(‘= s)) for all t 6= r − s
, f Additivity g
(‘= r)v:(‘= t + s) for all t 6= r − s
, f Predicate calculus, arithmetic g
true .
The following law can be interpreted as a rule for synchronizing two parallel pro-
cesses PQ and P0Q0 at their composition points.
8.2. Synchronization. If S is locally linear, then we have
P _P0v (‘= r) ) PQ ^P0Q0=(P ^P0)(Q^Q0):
Proof. Assume P _P0v (‘= r). Monotonicity implies that the right-hand side is less
than or equal to the left-hand side. To prove the converse inequation, let s 2 R. Then
we have
PQ^P0Q0 ^ (‘= s)
v f Dedekind law g
P(Q^P-; (‘= s))^P0(Q0 ^P0-; (‘= s))
v f P _P0v (‘= r) g
P(Q^ (‘= r)-; (‘= s))^P0(Q0 ^ (‘= r) -; (‘= s))
v f Subtractivity g
P(Q^ (‘= s− r))^P0(Q0 ^ (‘= s− r))
= f Let R=Q^ (‘= r − s) and R0=Q0 ^ (‘= r − s) g
PR^P0R0
v f Dedekind law g
(P ^P0R0 ; -R)(R^P -; P0R0)
= f Local linearity g
(P ^ (P0(R0; -R)_P0; -(R; -R0))) (R^ ((P-;P0)R0 _ (P0-;P)-;R0))
v f Subtractivity g
(P ^ (P0(‘=0)_P0; -(‘=0))) (R^ ((‘=0)R0 _ (‘=0)-;R0))
= f Deniteness, id is a unit of composition and converse g
(P ^P0)(R^R0) .
Since the above calculation works for every s2R, we obtain PQ^P0Q0 v
(P ^P0)(Q^Q0), as required.
Note that we are not dening an abstract notion of measure algebras (like we did for
sequential algebras). It is possible to give an axiomatic denition for measure algebra,
but considerable mathematical plumbing is required for doing it properly (this was
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done in the originally submitted version of this paper but rightly judged as too heavy
by the referees).
9. Phase calculus
The operation of a system is frequently best described in terms of phases into which
its execution can be decomposed. A phase is informally dened as a part of an execu-
tion during which some predicate B of interest invariantly holds. For example, consider
the following automaton fragment.
Let us assume that control remains at each node for some non-zero but nite amount
of time, and that the outgoing transition must be taken eventually. Taking Bi to be true
when control is in state i, we would describe the execution of this small system by
the predicate
(dB1e; dB2e)
Given a state predicate B, the predicate dBe is intended to hold for a time diagram
x : [a; b]!  if B holds for x:t for almost all (i.e. all but nitely many) t 2 [a; b]. An
observation satisfying dBe is called a B-observation. We do not require B-observations
to satisfy B at every point of their observation interval because that would beg the very
awkward question whether the interval end points should be included in that require-
ment { and every possible choice has undesirable consequences. Since it is physically
impossible to distinguish between time diagrams that agree almost everywhere, we in-
cur no signicant loss of generality. Now let us give a formal, axiomatic denition of
the phase operator.
9.1. Denition (Phase algebra). A phase algebra consists of a sequential algebra S,
a Boolean algebra B and a unary operator that maps every B2B to some dBe 2S.
The elements of B are called state predicates, and an expression of the form dBe is
called a phase. We require the following laws, which we will call the phase axioms.
1. There are no false -observations:
d false e= false:
2. Every non-unit observation is a true -observation:
d true e=:id :
3. The phase operator is conjunctive:
dBe ^ dCe= dB^Ce:
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4. The composition of two B-observations is itself a B-observation:
dBe; dBev dBe:
5. Every restriction of a B-observation is either a B-observation or a unit:
XdBev id _ dBe:
9.2. Sequential algebra as phase algebras. If you are familiar with the relational cal-
culus then you know that partial identities (subsets of the diagonal relation) can be
seen as state predicates. The same intuition works for sequential algebras. A predi-
cate B is called a partial identity (also a monotype or coreexive) if Bv id . Given
a sequential algebra S, let B denote the set of its partial identities. Clearly, B is a
Boolean algebra (with top element true B= id and negation operator :BB=:B^ id).
We rst dene an auxiliary operator
[(B )]=df :((:id)(:BB)(:id)):
Thus [(B )] is true of a time diagram x : [a; b]!  when x:t satises B for all t with
a<t<b (note the use of strict inequalities here). The phase operator is dened by
dBe=df :id ^ [(B )]:
We now have the following theorem.
9.3. Theorem. Suppose S is a locally linear and dense sequential algebra and let B
and de be as dened above. Then S is a phase algebra.
Proof. The proofs of phase axioms 1, 2, and 4. are completely straightforward and
therefore omitted here. To prove 3. and 5., we rst show that, for any state predicate
B, the predicate [(B )] is a safety property.
[(B )] is a safety property
, f Safety properties 4.4 g
[(B )]v  [(B )]
, f Contraposition, denition of  g
!:[(B )]v:[(B )]
, f Denitions of ! and [( )] g
true (:id)(:BB)(:id) true v (:id)(:BB)(:id)
(
true (:id)=:id =(:id) true
, f Density g
true .
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Recall that, by Theorem 5.4, the predicate [(B )] is a safety property as well. Now
we can prove phase axiom 3 like this:
dBe ^ dCe
= f Denition of deand [( )] g
:id ^ [(B )] ^ [(C )]
= f Theorem 4.5, using that [(B )] is a safety property g
:id ^ ([(B )] ^ [(C )])
= f Theorem 4.5, using that [(C )] is a safety property g
:id ^ ([(B )]^ [(C )])
= f Star is idempotent, denition of de and [( )] g
dB^Ce .
and phase axiom 5 like this:
XdBe
= f Denition of de and [( )] g
X(:id ^ [(B )])
v f Monotonicity g
X [(B )]
= f Theorem 4.4, using that [(B )] is a safety property g
[(B )]
v f Predicate Calculus g
id _ (:id ^ [(B )])
= f Denition of deand [( )] g
id _ dBe .
9.4. More phase laws. The following selection has been made according to what is
needed in the unit pulse example below.
Monotonicity: If BvC then dBev dCe.
Proof. Assume BvC. Then dBe= dB^Ce= dBe ^ dCev dCe, by phase axiom 3.
Importability: Assume that Pv:id and Qv:id . Then we have
dBe ^PQ=(dBe ^P) (dBe ^Q):
Proof. Phase axiom 5 and density imply that dBe _ id is a safety property. The claim
is therefore an easy corollary of the importability result for safety properties 4.5.1.
Exclusion: If :B holds on some subinterval then B does not hold on the entire interval
X d:Bev:dBe:
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Proof.
Xd:Bev:dBe
, f Phase axiom 5 g
d:Be ^ dBe= false and id ^ dBe= false
( f Phase axiom 3 and Monotonicity g
d false e= false and id ^ d true e= false
, f Phase axioms 1 and 2 g
true .
Initial exclusion: B and :B cannot both be true on an initial interval
d:Be; true v:(dBe; true ):
Proof.
d:Be; true v:(dBe; true )
, f Exchange g
(d:Be; true ); - true v:dBe
, f Local linearity, true ;- true = true g
d:Be; true v:dBe and d:Be; - true v:dBe
, f Exchange g
dBe; - true v:d:Be and d:Be; - true v:dBe
( f X ; - true v XX g
XdBev:d:Be and Xd:Bev:dBe
, f Exclusion g
true .
No overlap property:
dBe ^ X(P; d:Be;Q)v XP _ XQ:
Proof. This one is left as an exercise. Hint: Repeatedly use local linearity on the
second conjunct.
9.5. Unit pulse. A unit pulse is a state predicate B that can only be true for exactly
one unit of time. Its specication is
unit-pulse-spec=df Q where Q=df dBe ! X((‘=1)^ dBe);
i.e., every B-interval must be contained in a B-interval of length one. A rst step
towards an implementation eliminates the modal operator  and the implication !,
because these are not admitted in any notation that is intended to be implementable.
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Instead, we use the iteration operator.
unit-pulse-design=df P where P=df d:Be; ((‘=1)^ dBe):
We must prove that the design is correct. This is achieved by the following calculation.
unit-pulse-designv unit-pulse-spec
, f Denitions g
Pv Q
, f Proof rule for control loops g
id _P _PPv Q and !PvQ
, f !Pv !d:Bev:dBevQ by exclusion 9.4 g
id _P _PPv Q
( f Galois connection and disjunctivity of X g
X id _ X(P _PP)vQ
, f X id = id , by 4.3 g
id _ X(P _PP)vQ
, f Let R=(‘=1) ^ dBe, denition of P and Q g
id _ X(d:BeR _ d:BeRd:BeR)vdBe! XR
( f Predicate Calculus, id v:dBe g
dBe ^ X(d:BeR _ d:BeRd:BeR)v XR
, f Distributivity g
dBe ^ X(d:BeR)v XR and dBe ^ X(d:BeRd:BeR)v XR
, f No overlap Property 9.4 (twice) g
true .
10. Duration calculus
Phase calculus allows us to require that a state predicate B should invariantly hold
throughout certain phases. In duration calculus we can go one step further, and require
that B should hold at least, say, 90% of the time. In the famous gas burner example,
there is a state predicate Leak which holds whenever the gas valve is open, but no
ame is burning. Leaks cannot be totally avoided, because ignition is not instantaneous,
and a ame may be blown out. But there must not be too many leaks: it is considered
dangerous, to have an accumulation of more than four seconds of leakage within any
interval of less than 30 s:
gas-spec=df :Q where Q=df (‘<30) ^
( R
Leak>4

:
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We have to explain the predicate
R
Leak>4. The intention is that this predicate is
satised by an observation x : [a; b]! just when R ba Leak(x:t) dt>4, where we take
Leak to be a function on  which takes the value 1 when a leak is present and 0
otherwise. The integral
R b
a : : : dt is just the Riemann integral.
The formal denition given below is still in terms of observations (i.e. not point-free)
but it does not require the observations to be time diagrams.
Let Obs be an observation space and B be a Boolean algebra (whose elements
are called state predicates). Then we assume an operator
R
:B! (Obs!R) with the
following properties:
1. (
R
B) : x>0.
2. If x;y is dened then (
R
B) :(x;y)= (
R
B) : x + (
R
B) :y.
3. (
R
B^C) : x + (R B_C) : x=(R B) : x + (R C) : x.
4. (
R
false ) : x=0.
5. (
R
true ) : x=0 i x is a unit.
Note that, for the purpose of integration, we identify false with 0 and true with 1.
The above integral axioms reect well-known properties of the Riemann integral.
As always, we eliminate points from the calculus: an expression like
R
B>3
R
C is
taken as a shorthand for the predicate (
R
B) : x>3((
R
C) : x). The ve integral properties
listed above translate to the following point-free postulates.
1.
R
B>0.
2. (
R
B= r)(
R
B= s)v (R B= r + s).
3.
R
B^C + R B_C = R B+ R C.
4.
R
false =0.
5. (
R
true =0)= id .
To show these axioms at work we prove the monotonicity of the integral operator.
Assume B and C are state predicates with BvC. Then we have
R
C
= f Predicate calculus g
R
((B^C)_ (:B^C))
= f Integral axiom 3 g
R
(B^C) + R (:B^C)− R ((B^C)^ (:B^C))
= f BvC, predicate calculus g
R
B+
R
(:B^C)− R false
> f Integral axioms 1 and 4 g
R
B .
Given a duration operator with these properties, we can dene both a measure op-
erator ‘ and a phase operator de as follows:
‘=df
R
true and dBe=df :id ^
( R
B= ‘

:
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With these denitions, the measure and phase axioms can be proved from the duration
axioms. Now that we have explained the operators in the specication of the gas burner,
we can do an implementation step. Let
gas-design=df P where P=df (‘=30) ^
( R
Leak62

:
We claim that gas-designv gas-spec.
Proof. The proof rule 5.1 generates the following two obligations which are discharged
by the calculations below:
X(id _P _PP)
= f Distributivity g
X id _ XP _ X(PP)
v id v R Leak =0; denition of P}
X
(R
Leak =0
 _ X
(R
Leak<2
 _ X
((R
Leak<2
 (R
Leak<2

v f Additivity and monotonicity g
X
(R
Leak<4

v X
(R
B= r
 v (R B6r}
R
Leak<4
v f Denition of Q g
:Q:
and
!P
v f Denition of P and ! g
true; (‘=30); true
= f true =(‘>0), additivity g
(‘>30)
v f Denition of Q g
:Q:
11. Conclusion and future work
We have studied a small hierarchy of calculi, ranging from the predicate calculus to
the duration calculus, each determined by a set of operators and axioms. Of course,
many dierent such sets might, and no doubt will, be investigated. Yet we believe
that we have chosen interesting and useful candidates. Predicate calculus is, of course,
beyond any need of justication. Sequential calculus is really just predicate calculus
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plus composition (or, if you prefer, relational calculus without converse). Duration
calculus has achieved much recognition as a formalism for specifying and verifying
real-time systems. However, until now it has always been presented as a logic (in
fact, many slightly and not so slightly dierent logics) and we hope that the algebraic
presentation has helped to recognize the essentials. Finally, measures and phases are
orthogonal features that can be dened in terms of integrals but are conceptually much
simpler and deserve to be studied in their own right.
There is a close relationship between phase algebra and formal language theory: one
can take phases as letters of an alphabet and then study regular phase expressions, right
linear phase grammars and nite phase automata. The equivalence results from regular
language theory carry over, and so does the powerset construction for building deter-
ministic automata. As a consequence, (in-)equations between regular phase expressions
is decidable. The author is currently trying to generalize these results to phase algebras
with a measure operator.
Another important avenue of research is the quest for complete proof systems. It is
known that sequential algebra is not nitely axiomatizable [9]. On the other hand, there
is a complete proof system for interval temporal logic with a measure operator [6],
and it seems likely that a completeness result for sequential algebra with a measure
operator can be obtained along similar lines.
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